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Coalescent-based species delimitation is sensitive to geographic
sampling and isolation by distance
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Species are a fundamental unit of biodiversity that are delimited via genetic data and coalescent-based methods with
increasing frequency. Despite the widespread use of coalescent-based species delimitation, we do not fully understand
the sensitivity of these methods to potential sources of bias and violations of their underlying assumptions. One implicit
assumption of coalescent-based species delimitation is that geographic sampling is adequate and representative of
genetic variation among populations within the lineage of interest. Yet exhaustive geographic sampling is logistically
difficult, if not impossible, for many taxa that span large geographic expanses or occupy remote regions. Here, we
examine the impact of geographic sampling on the output of Bayes-factor delimitation with SNAPP, a popular
coalescent-based species delimitation pipeline. First, we demonstrate the problematic nature of sparse geographic
sampling and isolation by distance for species delimitation using simulated data sets of populations connected by
different levels of gene flow. We then examine whether similar trends are present in an empirical dataset of Andesiops
mayflies (Ephemeroptera: Baetidae) from a high elevation transect in the Ecuadorian Andes. In both the simulated and
empirical analyses, we systematically exclude geographically intermediate sites to quantify the impact of geographic
sampling and isolation by distance on coalescent-based species delimitation. We find that removing intermediate sites
with genetically admixed individuals incorrectly favors multi-species delimitation scenarios. Oversplitting is especially
pronounced when isolation by distance is strong, but exists even when gene flow among neighboring populations is
relatively high. These findings highlight the importance of adequate geographic sampling in species delimitation and
urge caution in interpreting the output of such methods when species’ distributions are sparsely sampled and in systems
characterized by strong patterns of isolation by distance.
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Introduction
Species are a core unit of biological analyses and spe-
cies delimitation is a fundamental goal of systematic
biology. Accurate species-level classifications enable
studies of phylogenetic relationships, lineage and pheno-
typic diversification, and biogeographic history, among
other long-standing lines of inquiry. Despite the far-
reaching importance of alpha taxonomy, species delimi-
tation—or the process of determining whether one or

two species exist in a given lineage—is complicated and
often controversial in practice (Bauer et al., 2011;
Carstens, Pelletier, Reid, & Satler, 2013; Fujita &
Leach�e, 2011; Heller, Frandsen, Lorenzen, &
Siegismund, 2013). This ongoing controversy stems in
large part from disagreements over species concepts,
speciation criteria, and how morphological, ecological,
behavioral, and genetic data should be evaluated and
integrated into delimitation pipelines and decisions
(Barrowclough, Cracraft, Klicka, & Zink, 2016; De
Queiroz, 2007; Gill, 2014; Toews, 2014). Continued
improvements in our ability to incorporate different
types of data into species delimitation pipelines should
lead to a more objective and stable classification of the
tree of life. However, our understanding of how biases
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and violations of the assumptions underlying coalescent-
based methods affect delimitation inferences have not
kept pace with the implementation of these meth-
ods themselves.
Systematists have recently developed an array of

methods to evaluate empirical support for alternative
species delimitation scenarios using genetic data.
Methods such as Bayesian Phylogenetics and
Phylogeography (BPP; Yang, 2015), spedeSTEM (Ence
& Carstens, 2011) and Bayes factor Delimitation using
whole loci (BFD; Grummer, Bryson, & Reeder, 2014)
or SNPs (BFD�; Leach�e, Fujita, Minin, & Bouckaert
et al., 2014) leverage the multispecies coalescent model
(MSC; Rannala & Yang, 2003) to quantify support for
alternative species delimitation scenarios. In brief, the
multispecies coalescent model is a statistical framework
that incorporates multi-locus data to evaluate alternative
hypotheses of divergence among lineages while allow-
ing for gene tree discordance under a neutral model of
genetic drift (Fujita, Leach�e, Burbrink, McGuire, &
Moritz, 2012; Knowles & Carstens, 2007; Yang &
Rannala, 2010). Coalescent theory incorporates demo-
graphic parameters, such as effective population sizes
(h ¼ 4Nel) and time since lineage splitting (s), to model
the retrospective process of identity by descent via
coalescence among alleles sampled from a given lin-
eage. Users can then compare statistical support for
alternative coalescent models with varying species
delimitation hypotheses given the data at hand. Often,
subspecific or historical taxonomic treatments or single-
locus data sets guide putative delimitation scenarios, but
species delimitation approaches based on genetic data
and the multispecies coalescent model have also proven
especially useful for cryptic or understudied taxa for
which no data are available to establish a priori alterna-
tive delimitation scenarios based on phenotypic variation
or infraspecific and interspecific taxonomy (Frankham,
2010). Thus, multispecies coalescent methods have been
widely adopted as an empirical criterion to be evaluated
alongside other data in integrative species delimitation
pipelines (Fujita & Leach�e, 2011; Fujita et al., 2012).
Despite their widespread use, we do not fully under-

stand the sensitivity of coalescent-based species delimi-
tation methods to violations of their underlying models
and biases that may arise from different forms of miss-
ing data. For example, most MSC-based species pipe-
lines methods assume that gene flow does not occur
between putative species (Rannala & Yang, 2003), yet
gene flow and hybridization are pervasive in nature
(Taylor & Larson, 2019) and can impact topology and
parameter estimation during species tree inference
(Leach�e, Harris, Rannala, & Yang, 2014; Luo, Ling,
Ho, & Zhu, 2018). Fortunately, recent methodological

advances explicitly model and incorporate gene flow
into species delimitation pipelines (Jackson, Carstens,
Morales, & O’Meara, 2016), but such methods have not
been widely adopted yet. Researchers also disagree on
whether MSC methods delimit lineages that have truly
undergone speciation or merely exhibit population struc-
ture, which depends in part on which speciation model
is adopted (extended vs. instantaneous speciation;
Leach�e, Zhu, Rannala, & Yang, 2019; Sukumaran &
Knowles, 2017). Furthermore, the number and type of
loci used may also affect species delimitation pipelines
(Leach�e, McElroy, & Trinh, 2018). For example, includ-
ing more loci at the expense of fewer individuals leads
to better resolved species trees and higher confidence
metrics in species delimitation scenarios compared to
restricting analyses to loci that have no missing data
(Gottscho et al., 2017; O’Connell & Smith, 2018).
Another assumption implicit in spatial studies of gen-

etic variation is that geographic sampling is comprehen-
sive, such that most or all populations, biogeographic
regions, and contact zones are represented. However,
exhaustive geographic sampling is difficult—if not
impossible—in many systems. Species distributions may
be extremely large or undefined, span multiple coun-
tries, include remote or politically unstable regions, or
present other logistical difficulties. The ramifications of
inadequate geographic (and taxonomic) sampling have
been considered in the context of DNA barcoding
(Dupuis, Roe, & Sperling, 2012; Hebert, Cywinska,
Ball, & deWaard, 2003; Moritz & Cicero, 2004), in
which the omission of admixed or intermediate popula-
tions generally leads to an overestimation of species
richness. Inadequate or uneven geographic sampling is
particularly problematic in the face of isolation by dis-
tance, a non-random mating process by which geograph-
ically proximate individuals are more closely related to
each other than more distant individuals due to limited
dispersal (Rousset, 1997; Wright, 1943). Indeed, various
studies have documented overclustering, or an inflated
number of inferred populations, in the presence of isola-
tion by distance (Frantz, Cellina, Krier, Schley, &
Burke, 2009; Perez et al., 2018).
The question of whether individuals represent

‘clusters’ or ‘clines’ amid uneven sampling has been
explored in the broader context of population genetics
(Bradburd, Coop, & Ralph, 2018; Rosenberg et al.,
2005). Sampling regimes and program settings can have
a large impact on the number of population clusters
inferred (Janes et al., 2017; Wang, 2017), although this
problem is somewhat mitigated by including large pan-
els of loci (Rosenberg et al., 2005). Moreover, new
methods have been developed that simultaneously esti-
mate population clusters and clines by examining signals
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of isolation by distance alongside discrete population
structure (Bradburd et al., 2018). While these studies
represent substantial progress in our understanding of
the impacts that sampling regimes and isolation by dis-
tance have on inferring population clusters and clines,
the effects of isolation by distance and geographic sam-
pling have received less attention in the context of
coalescent-based species delimitation (but see Barley,
Brown, & Thomson, 2018). Understanding how modern,
widely used methods behave amid violations of their
underlying assumptions is important, given the wide-
spread implications of species delimitation for basic and
applied science (Frankham et al., 2012; Hedin, 2015;
Isaac, 2004).
In this study, we considered the impacts of geo-

graphic sampling on species delimitation under the mul-
tispecies coalescent model. We focused on a widely
used delimitation pipeline that uses the program SNAPP
(Bryant, Bouckaert, Felsenstein, Rosenberg, &
RoyChoudhury, 2012) to compare species delimitation
scenarios with Bayes factors (BFD�; Leach�e, Fujita,
et al. 2014). We chose this particular pipeline because it
leverages single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs),
which are increasingly used in species delimitation stud-
ies as high-throughput sequencing pipelines become
more affordable and accessible (Edwards, Shultz, &
Campbell-Staton, 2015; Leach�e & Oaks, 2017). We first
examined the effects of isolation by distance and geo-
graphic sampling by simulated data sets with different,
yet biologically realistic, levels of gene flow that repre-
sent various degrees of isolation by distance across a
hypothetical landscape. Incorporating simulated data
allowed us to explore a wide array of demographic
scenarios beyond what would have been possible with
empirical data alone to consider the impact of geo-
graphic sampling on heuristic delimitation models in
taxa with different dispersal abilities. To compare our
findings with the simulated data set to an empirical sys-
tem, we then examined the effect of geographic sam-
pling and isolation by distance on species delimitation
among populations of mayflies in the genus Andesiops
(Lugo-Ortiz & McCafferty, 1999) collected along an
elevational transect of a single river drainage in the
Ecuadorian Andes (Polato et al., 2017). The focal taxon
(Andesiops peruvianus; Ulmer, 1920) is currently classi-
fied as single species, but is likely part of a species
complex with multiple cryptic species (Polato et al.,
2018). For the purposes of our study, we subsample
populations from a single drainage as a simplified
empirical system to examine the impacts of isolation by
distance and geographic sampling ‘adequacy’. In light
of our findings, we provide general guidelines to

empiricists that seek to use coalescent-based species
delimitation pipelines in their own taxonomic research.

Materials and methods
Simulated data
We first generated simulated data sets of populations
following a stepping stone-model with differing levels
of isolation by distance. These simulated data sets are
intended to represent single species with variable
amounts of population structure across geographic
space, ranging from panmixia to highly structured popu-
lations. In cases where our simulated data sets are gen-
erated with very little gene flow (i.e., 4 Nem¼ 0.5 or
4Nem¼ 1), one could argue that the extremes of the
transect represent different species, as is invoked in
‘ring species’ complexes (Alcaide, Scordato, Price, &
Irwin, 2014; Irwin, 2005). For the purposes of our ana-
lysis and discussion, however, we consider each of these
simulated data sets to represent a single species. We
simulated data using the program msLandscape (House
& Hahn, 2018), which is a wrapper for the program ms
(Hudson, 2002) that allows users to generate simulated
genetic data sets according to a specified landscape of
population connectivity. To simulate a sampling regime
comparable to a linear, simplified sampling transect
(such as a montane river), we generated a data set with
nine populations designated as ‘columns’ situated across
one ‘row’ with four individuals per population. Each
simulated data set contained 100 polymorphic SNPs.
We altered the strength of gene flow (4Nem) in our
msLandcape simulations by changing the ‘–m’ flag in
ms to one of six values: 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, or 100. These
gene flow values were chosen to reflect variation
observed among organisms with diverse life histories
such as cichlids, fruit flies, chimpanzees, marine fish,
and sunflowers (Hey, 2006; Hey & Nielsen, 2004; Kane
et al., 2009; Won, Sivasundar, Wang, & Hey, 2005).
We also used the flag ‘-ej’ to generate data for an out-
group that is required for SNAPP. The remaining set-
tings were left at default values. We visualized these
simulated data using DAPC and Structure with K¼ 2
(Fig. 1). To further contextualize the degree of genetic
differentiation for each simulated set of populations, we
calculated FST between the extreme populations on
either side of the imaginary transect.
We then established four geographic sampling scen-

arios to examine the effect of progressively excluding
geographically intermediate populations with admixed
individuals along the simulated transect (Fig. S1). The
first scenario included all nine populations, while the
second scenario omitted the centermost locality of the
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transect. The third and fourth scenarios each omitted an
additional population from either side of the center of
the transect. We kept the total number of individuals in
each analysis as consistent as possible across hypothet-
ical species delimitation scenarios (n¼ 32 or 36

‘ingroup’ individuals and 8 outgroup individuals). At
the same time, we kept the number of individuals
sampled per population equal (n¼ 4, 4, 6, and 9 individ-
uals per populations for geographic sampling scenarios
that include for 9, 8, 6, and 4 populations, respectively)

Fig. 1. Simulated data generated in msLandscape. Scatterplots of PC1 (x axis) and PC2 (y axis) are shown for each level of gene
flow. The parameter ‘m’ corresponds to the variable used in msLandscape to adjust the level of gene flow among adjacent
populations and equals 4Nem. The simulated landscape included nine populations situated along a straight-line transect that can only
exchange genes with adjacent populations. Simulated individuals are colored along a gradient from blue to red according to which
side of the simulated landscape they are sampled from. We also show the output from Structure with the number of population
clusters K ¼ 2.
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so that each analysis had either 36 or 32 ingroup sam-
ples with an even number of individuals per sam-
pling location.
Within each population and each geographic sampling

scenario, we assigned ingroup individuals to putative
species groups for subsequent analyses based on their
individual Q scores from STRUCTURE (Pritchard,
Stephens, & Donnelly, 2000) with K¼ 2. We then per-
formed Bayes factor species delimitation by calculating
the difference in marginal likelihoods between species
trees in which the transect is treated either as a single
species or as two species (BFD�; Grummer et al., 2014;
Leach�e, Fujita, et al., 2014) for each geographic sam-
pling scenario. We implemented the ‘stepping-stone’
algorithm to calculate marginal likelihoods in SNAPP
(Bryant et al., 2012), which is available as a plugin for
BEAST v2.5.2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014). We fixed the
mutation rates u and v to 0.68 and 1.83, respectively,
based on posterior estimates from preliminary analyses.
We set the prior for effective population sizes ðh) corre-
sponding to each node using a gamma distribution h �
Gð1, 250Þ with a mean of a=b¼0.004 following docu-
mentation and tutorials provided by the software devel-
opers (Bryant et al., 2012). We assigned a gamma
hyperprior for the speciation rate parameter lambda
kð Þ � G 2, 200ð Þ with a mean of a � b¼ 400. We
ran the path-sampling analysis for 24 steps with a¼0.3,
each of which included an MCMC chain with 200,000

burn-in generations followed by 500,000 generations.
We repeated each analysis three times with random
starting seeds to confirm that marginal likelihood esti-
mates were consistent. A difference in Bayes factors
(2 ln(marginal likelihoodmodel 1 – marginal likelihoodmo-

del 2)) of more than 10 suggests ‘decisive’ support in
favor of one model over another (Kass &
Raftery, 1995).

Empirical data
To compare trends in our simulated data set to a real-
world, empirical system, we examined the effect of geo-
graphic sampling on species delimitation using a data
set of SNPs genotyped for Andesiops mayflies collected
along an elevational transect on the eastern slope of the
Ecuadorian Andes (Polato et al., 2018). Our Andesiops
sampling focused on nine sampling sites (wadeable
montane streams) that spanned an approximately north-
west-to-southeast transect along the Rio Papallacta
drainage of northern Ecuador (Fig. 2). These sites repre-
sent the upper and lower elevational limits of the
Andesiops species complex within this drainage based
on DNA barcoding (Gill et al., 2016; Polato et al.,
2018). Our working assumption for this study is that we
are sampling a single species with population structure
along a river drainage. Nonetheless, we acknowledge
that mayflies often form species complexes that

Fig. 2. Empirical data set of Andesiops mayflies from Ecuador. Sampling sites are shown, in which the proportion of colors for each
pie chart represents the number of individuals assigned to one of two genetic clusters in STRUCTURE. The locality in orange is the
outgroup population of Andesiops from the adjacent Antisana drainage. Elevation is shown in grayscale and rivers in blue.
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Fig. 3. Effects of geographic sampling on the output of the species delimitation pipeline for both simulated (A) and empirical (B)
data for various geographic sampling scenarios (C). Positive Bayes factors indicate support for a single-species delimitation model,
while negative Bayes factors support a two-species delimitation model. Output from simulated data sets with different strengths of
isolation by distance are displayed with different symbols (A). The parameter ‘m’ corresponds to the variable used in msLandscape
to adjust the level of gene flow among adjacent populations and equals 4Nem.
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differentiate along elevational gradients, such that sam-
ples from high and low-elevation sites may represent
separate evolutionary lineages or species (Gill et al.,
2016). SNP genotyping was performed using double
digest Restriction-Site Associated DNA sequencing
(ddRAD-Seq; Peterson, Weber, Kay, Fisher, &
Hoekstra, 2012). We demultiplexed reads, performed
alignments, and called SNPs in Stacks v 1.19 (Catchen,
Hohenlohe, Bassham, Amores, & Cresko, 2013) using
previously published parameters (Polato et al., 2017).
We removed individuals that had more than 50% miss-
ing data and retained loci that had at least one individ-
ual present for each putative species, as the number of
species can influence marginal likelihood values among
competing delimitation scenarios (Leach�e et al., 2018),
and then randomly selected 100 loci that had a minor
allele frequency greater than 0.05. Thus, we were unable
to restrict our analyses to only SNPs with no missing
data (as is common with ddRAD data sets), but we did
ensure that each species delimitation scenario had equal
numbers of SNPs as the size of the alignment is known
to affect marginal likelihood estimates (Leach�e
et al., 2018).
To generate an ‘idealized’ scenario of isolation by

distance to examine the impacts of geographic sampling
in the presence of admixed individuals along a transect,
we further filtered our empirical dataset by preferentially
selecting genetically ‘pure’ individuals from the geo-
graphic extremes of the river drainage and genetically
admixed individuals toward the center (Fig. S1). We
first assigned individuals to one of two population
clusters and examined patterns of admixture and
individual assignment to populations using
STRUCTURE with K¼ 2 and all nine populations. For
the populations on either geographic extreme of the
transect (populations 1, 2, 8, and 9 in Fig. 2), we prefer-
entially selected individuals that had a high assignment
probability to their respective end of the drainage tran-
sect. For populations toward the center of the transect
(populations 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 2), we selected
individuals with Q scores closest to 0.5, which have
higher levels of admixture.
We then incrementally omitted populations from our

empirical data in the same manner as in our simulated
datasets to assess the impact of geographic sampling: we
compared the output of SNAPP species delimitation with
Bayes factors among different sampling scenarios by incre-
mentally removing one or more populations from the cen-
ter of the transect and rerunning delimitation analyses (Fig.
3C). We used all the same settings as our simulated data
sets for the stepping-stone analysis in SNAPP and BEAST
to calculate marginal likelihoods for each level of gene
flow and each geographic sampling scenario. We ran each

stepping stone analysis three times to account for potential
stochasticity in our Bayesian analyses and assessed consist-
ency among our replicate runs.

Results
Bayes factors values varied among geographic sampling
scenarios for both the empirical and simulated data sets.
For the simulated data, we found that the amount of
gene flow or isolation by distance interacted with the
geographic sampling scenarios to impact species delimi-
tation inferences (Table S1). When gene flow was low
(i.e., 4Nem< 10) a two-species delimitation scenario
was consistently favored across all geographic sampling
scenarios (Fig. 3A). In contrast, when gene flow was
intermediate (10< 4Nem< 50) or very high
(4Nem> 50) geographic sampling impacts whether one
or two species is inferred (Fig. 3A). Specifically, when
we simulated landscapes with 4Nem¼ 50 and
4Nem¼ 100, a single species was “strongly favored” in
both scenarios when all sampling sites were included
(Bayes factor of 44.98 and 598.98 for 4Nem¼ 50 and
4Nem¼ 100, respectively; (Kass & Raftery, 1995).
However, this switched to ‘equivocal’ or ‘substantial’
support in favor of two species when sampling sites
with admixed individuals were omitted (Bayes factor of
�2.52 and �8.12 for 4 Nem¼ 50 and 4 Nem¼ 100,
respectively; Kass & Raftery, 1995). For the empirical
data (Fig. 3B), we found that Bayes factors favored a
single-species delimitation scenario under the geo-
graphic sampling scenario with all populations included
(2LnBF ¼ 1280.4), but favored two species under geo-
graphic sampling scenarios with one population
removed (2LnBF¼�1013.1), three populations removed
(2LnBF¼�1348.8), and five populations removed
(2LnBF¼�2468.2). Thus, inferences from this species
delimitation pipeline are contingent on an interaction
between the strength of isolation by distance and the
completeness of geographic sampling among popula-
tions along a sampling transect.

Discussion
Geographic sampling and isolation by distance impacted
species delimitation inferences in both the empirical and
simulated data sets considered in this study. When we
omitted populations with genetically admixed individu-
als from geographically central locations, support for
two-species delimitation scenarios consistently increased
for both simulated (Fig. 3A) and empirical (Fig. 3B)
datasets. This result parallels theoretical and empirical
studies on sampling design in geographic clines and
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hybrid zones and along ecological and spatial gradients
in population genetics, in which continuous distributions
appear bimodal when only the extremes are sampled
(Barton, 1985; Mullen & Hoekstra, 2008; Nagylaki,
1976; Slatkin, 1973). Furthermore, when gene flow was
restricted and isolation by distance was strong (i.e.,
4 Nem� 10), two species delimitation scenarios were
favored even when all sites along the transect were
included. With these findings in mind, we recommend
that careful consideration must be given to the adequacy
of geographic sampling and the impact of isolation by
distance in coalescent-based species delimitation pipe-
lines. Similar advice has been offered elsewhere
(Carstens et al., 2013; Moritz & Cicero, 2004), but by
quantifying the impact of missing populations in empir-
ical and simulated data sets, our study highlights the
sensitivity of coalescent-based species delimitation to
geographic sampling and isolation by distance.
Specifically, we find that omitting even a single geo-
graphically, genetically intermediate population can
spuriously increase support for multiple species (Fig. 3).
Thus, researchers should be aware for the propensity of
SNAPP and related methods to potentially oversplit taxa
when population genetic structure, such as isolation by
distance, or large gaps in geographic sampling are pre-
sent. It is noteworthy that in our study, simulated FST
values between the geographically most distant popula-
tions were consistently low (<0.08), yet were still rec-
ognized as multiple species when intermediate sites
were removed. While we have focused in this study on
SNAPP, our findings likely translate to other coalescent-
based methods. In fact, Barley et al. (2018) recently
demonstrated how other multispecies coalescent meth-
ods, specifically BPP (Yang, 2015) and STACEY
(Jones, 2017), are also sensitive to demographic viola-
tions of their underlying models, suggesting that the pat-
terns observed in our study likely impact other methods
beyond SNAPP.
Isolation by distance is prominent in nature and pre-

sent to some extent in essentially all taxa (Meirmans,
2012; Slatkin, 1993). However, the strength of isolation
by distance varies dramatically among organisms with
different reproductive modes, life histories, and dispersal
capacities (Bohonak, 1999; Bradbury, Laurel, Snelgrove,
Bentzen, & Campana, 2008; Kinlan & Gaines, 2003).
Our simulations suggest that when isolation by distance
is strong and gene flow between neighboring popula-
tions is moderate or low (4Nem� 10), SNAPP and
BFD� consistently support the presence of multiple spe-
cies over a single species (Fig. 3B). Yet even when
gene flow is moderate or high (4Nem> 10) and isola-
tion by distance is correspondingly low, geographic
sampling impacts the favored species delimitation

scenario. SNAPP and BFD� have been frequently
applied in tetrapod systems, many of which have levels
of dispersal and gene flow among populations that fall
within the range of migration rates that we considered
in this study, including birds (Mason, Olvera-Vital,
Lovette, & Navarro-Sig€uenza, 2018; Mason & Taylor,
2015; Oswald et al., 2016), lizards (MacGuigan,
Geneva, & Glor, 2017; Potter, Bragg, Peter, Bi, &
Moritz, 2016), and frogs (French, Deutsch, Ch�avez,
Almora, & Brown, 2019). More generally, empiricists
should be aware of the impacts of IBD on BFD� and its
proclivity to support taxonomic splits when geographic
sampling is sparse across continuous or ambiguous dis-
tributions, as seen in river sharks (Li et al., 2015), fin-
less porpoises (Zhou et al., 2018), and crocodile skinks
(Rittmeyer & Austin, 2015). Empiricists should quantify
the prevalence of IBD in their data sets in conjunction
with other data on dispersal, especially in systems in
which limited dispersal is suspected or that span large
geographic distributions. In extreme cases, support for
multispecies delimitation scenarios may simply reflect
patterns of population structure, geographic sampling, or
both rather than independently evolving lineages. Some
may feel that oversplitting species may not impose a
large problem for systematics or conservation initiatives
when compared to the impacts of rampant habitat
destruction and anthropogenic extinction events.
However, spurious species splits may lead to misalloca-
tion of limited resources that could impose serious prob-
lems for mitigating species-level biodiversity loss (Isaac,
2004; Pillon & Chase, 2007). This problem is exacer-
bated in cryptic species complexes, in which observable
phenotypic variation is minimal and cannot be used as
an alternative line of evidence to evaluate the output of
species delimitation pipelines and the potential for
reproductive isolation.
Secondary contact between divergent lineages is com-

mon in nature and can produce admixed individuals
through a different biological process than isolation by
distance (Harrison, 1998). The origin of the admixed
Andesiops populations we study here is unknown, but
the simulated data that we generated followed a model
of isolation by distance rather than secondary contact.
Thus, we did not directly address the impacts of second-
ary contact in this study, but others have found that
gene flow between previously isolated populations can
impact estimates of population size and divergence
times in coalescent models (Leach�e, Harris, et al.,
2014). Recent gene flow following protracted isolation
generates large blocks of linked loci in first-generation
hybrids and subsequent backcrosses, and selection in
natural systems may restrict gene flow and introgression
to certain genomic regions (Wu, 2001), thereby
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producing substantially different patterns of admixture
across the genome than we have considered here. Future
studies could expand on our work to assess the impact
of gene flow via secondary contact on species delimita-
tion following periods of reproductive isolation.
Exhaustive geographic sampling is exceedingly diffi-

cult for many systems with large, continuous geo-
graphic distributions. Empirical studies must therefore
strike a balance between sampling adequacy and feasi-
bility. As seen in our empirical data set on Andesiops
mayflies, the inclusion or exclusion of even a single
site containing genetically intermediate individuals can
have a large effect on the inferred level of support for
multispecies or a single-species delimitation scenarios.
Studies based on inadequate intraspecific sampling
may overestimate species richness if admixed or inter-
mediate individuals are not included, especially when
populations are distributed continuously across an
expansive landscape. Biases imposed by inadequate
geographic sampling may be diminished when systems
have clear a priori designations of individuals based
on subspecific taxonomy or phenotypic variation or
when populations have allopatric distributions. Clearly,
integrating these additional indicators of divergence or
incipient speciation to guide collecting in admixture
zones will reduce the chance of missing contact
zones altogether.
Determining whether geographic sampling is adequate

for applying species delimitation methods is not trivial:
one must consider the geographic context of a species’
distribution in light of what is known about dispersal
ability and gene flow. Our study does not provide expli-
cit advice on how many individuals or sites are neces-
sary to have confidence in the output of coalescent
species delimitation; this would be a fruitful avenue for
future research in biodiversity and systematics.
Nonetheless, our findings send a clear message to
empirical systematists to use caution in applying coales-
cent-based species delimitation methods when geo-
graphic sampling is sparse or incomplete, and to focus
efforts on sampling areas that are central in genetic
clines created by isolation by distance. As others have
suggested (e.g., Fujita et al., 2012), integrative tax-
onomy that incorporates multiple lines of evidence on
reproductive isolation, morphological and ecological dif-
ferentiation, and patterns of coalescent should be heavily
favored over coalescent-based species delimita-
tion alone.
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